
Azure Virtual 
Desktop
Hosted desktop, simplified.

Think Bigger.



Work securely from 
anywhere. 
In the office. At home. On the road … or even the beach. On 
a laptop, phone or iPad. The modern workplace becomes 
anywhere and everywhere, when you have a solution that 
enables your teams to work flexibly. 

Working wherever suits them best motivates, enhances 
performance and makes for a happy team. The efficiency 
of your organisation soars.

The key to this is to ensure they can access all the organisations 
systems, files and applications with absolute security wherever 
they are.  

That’s what Azure Virtual Desktop from ANS does: it enables 
you to provide, manage and control flexible modern workplaces, 
simply and cost effectively, delivering a seamless experience for 
you and your team whilst ensuring your valuable data is safe. 



Azure Virtual  
Desktop from ANS.

Secure 
100% Azure cloud based with secure boundaries baked 
into your platform from the off

Simple 
All Microsoft apps, working together 

Flexible 
Use any device, anywhere – phone, laptop, tablet

Cost effective 
Less capital outlay with no additional modules required

Azure Virtual Desktop is configured and set up for you by ANS, 
ready to go, future proof and fully flexible for hybrid working 
patterns. As the desktop is secure within the Azure cloud and entirely 
self-contained there’s no need to move or expand your security 
boundaries with additional modules for working away from the 
office or in other fixed locations.  



The benefits of  
AVD from ANS. 
AVD from ANS comes preconfigured for most businesses. It is 
tailored to your needs with everything set up correctly for you, 
configured to best practice and with full governance and security 
built in.  

You don’t need to know Azure inside out. We do.

Simplicity 

We’ve removed the complexity of Azure Virtual Desktop. 
Our experience of working with thousands of SMBs over 20+ 
years means can pre-configure AVD to the majority of use cases. 
Stripped back, and streamlined, ANS AVD has all the functionality 
you’ll need, but without any complications. You don’t need to 
administer Azure yourself: the platform manages itself, so 
you and your users can focus on the tasks in hand.  

Rapid Deployment

Using the best enterprise-grade automation tools, we can build, 
configure and deploy AVD in hours not days. You are up and running 
quickly, configured to best practice, with full security in place.

Cost saving  

Our solution ensures that you don’t run up big bills for hardware, 
desktop or consumption in Azure. You only pay for what you need 
when you need it. Inbuilt tools auto-scale usage: the platform  
is designed to switch your desktops on and off and adjusts how 
many are available to suit the number of users and workload. 
If you need more usage at 9am, 12 at 1 pm and none at 9pm for 
instance, it is can be scaled up or down to manage costs. 

Optimisation 

AVD from ANS looks at individual usage to identify what is being 
used by whom. In this way, it can optimise resources to avoid 
‘bottle necks’ that affect performance and give you visibility of 
the cause of bottlenecks. You are in complete control at all times. 

With the highest possible Microsoft 
certifications, ANS AVD keeps cloud 
spend low and performance high, 
24/7/365. 



Why ANS?
ANS work with thousands of SMBs, and we aim to ensure that 
every one of them can benefit fully from the technology they need 
to succeed. We take enterprise grade tech and simplify it, so it’s 
affordable, usable and accessible for all, and address any pain 
points that might hold you back.  

“ Moving to a best in class, highly secure environment with a 
variable pricing model, delivered by one of Microsoft’s top 1% 
partners was a perfect solution.” 

Ben Brownson | COO RPG Accountants.

We’re UK based, delivering our managed 
services 24/7/365 with security assured, 
and guaranteed sovereignty for your 
valuable data. 

Our UK data centres are ISO 27001 
certified, PCI-compliant and secured to UK 
government IL4 standards, with all staff 
security cleared too.  

We are the UK’s first 100% carbon-neutral 
hosting company, achieving PAS 2060.

We hold the highest levels of Microsoft 
Accreditations, so you’re in the safest  
of hands 

ANS cloud services for SMBs are backed  
by enterprise grade security, supported  
by experienced UK based managed  
services teams.  



Think Bigger.

Get in touch.
Telephone

0800 458 4545

Web

www.ans.co.uk

Address

ANS Group

ANS Campus

Birley Fields 

Manchester

M15 5QJ


